Are you ready to shape the future of the vehicle? Revolutionize the experience of autonomous and
connected driving with us and become part of our VALEO team!

For our location in Lübeck we are looking for a

FRONTEND - DEVELOPER (M/F/D)
Your Responsibilities:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Developing frontend software for demos or internal tools in the automotive industry
Contributing your own ideas in order to design the future of mobility
Developing innovative future-oriented technology
Collaborate closely with other teams and disciplines (UX/UI)
Identify issues, communicate it and bring up new solutions
Contribute to the entire projects process from analyzing user requirements over creating concepts until
final evaluation

Your Qualification and Experience:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unity expert. You are professionally experienced (3+ years) in Unity and C#
Software professional. You feel responsible for the quality of your implementation/feature. You are
experienced in an agile software development environment (SCRUM), feel comfortable using version
control (Git), doing code reviews
Creative and open-minded. You convince with your creativity, problem solving skills and curiosity
Something new, every day. You are following & reflecting on the latest Unity features, and you are
self-driven to learn & improve continuously
Team player. You are eager to share your technical knowledge, love to give & take feedback, discuss
solutions in a diverse team and coach your and learn from your peers
Work style. Independent, motivated, goal-oriented and proactive

Join us!
We offer you a wide range of tasks with performance-related remuneration in an international environment that
opens up numerous opportunities for you to apply your know-how independently and on your own responsibility.
We offer you a workplace equipped with state-of-the-art equipment, a fruitful working environment and, last but
not least, a motivated team of colleagues that will make it easier for you to familiarize yourself with the job.
Further information about us can be found at www.gestigon.com.
You want to know more?
Sebastian KRAAK
Tel: + 49 176 3000 1440

